Lt. A. Tragg
2:04 AM
Responded to call from
St. James Apartments.
Found deceased-Victor
Kapp-restaurateur. Apparent cause of death: bleeding
due to bullet wound.
Suspect-estranged
wife, Laura Kapp, found
unconscious at scene. Taken
into custody.
Guard dog found with
injured right paw.
Colt 380 automatic
found near suspect.
Autopsy ordered. Lab
taking prints. Apartment has
been sealed.
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CREATED BY

ERLE STANLEY GARDNER
Her name is Laura Kapp . and she looks as
only after you've figured out
if she's in trouble .
t he t r ue , twisted story.
It doesn't t ake long for you to find out how :
Of course , for a person
of your talents , it ought t o
her husband wants t o divorce her. Not your
be just another day at
favorite kind uf case at 7 in the evening . But
then , it isn't like Perry Mason to leave an
the office . . .
attractive young woman in dist ress eitherPerry Mason: The Case
especially when her husband is Victor Kapp ,
of the Mandarin Murder is the first
t he most famous restaurateur in Los Angeles.
interactive mystery to use the world-famous
You t ake t he case .
criminal lawyer created by Erle Stanley Gardner.
And what a case it is . Because barely 12
It also represents a major breakthrough in interhours later, Victor Kapp is dead- murdered .
active fiction : the cooperation of the char act ers
Laura is in jail , charged with his death . And
and jury changes as a direct result of your
facing trial very, very soon.
interactions with them . In addition , you can do
Only she swears she didn't do it . And you
virtually everything a courtthink she might be r ight .
room lawyer can do , from
You'll have to work fastcross-exa11 1ining and introand smart. Dig into people's
"A solution of any crime which
ducing evidence to consultlives . Like Russell Miller, the
doesn't account for all the variing privately with the judge .
food critic whose career was
ous factors involved is no soluruined when he gave Victor's
tion at all."
ERLE STANLEY GARDNER
restaurant a bad review.
-Perry Mason
is the number one best
Margot Duboq , Kapp 's chet
selling writer of all time ,
and the secret of his sucacco1"L.iing to the Guinness
cess- she seems to have a
secret of her own . And t he Mast ers couple ,
Book of World 's Records. Creator of Perry
Julian and Suzanne . he a bitter partner of
Mason and of t he 85 books in which Mason is
Kapp 's, she reputedly a very close friend .
the hero. !le was himself a member of the bar
and is considered to be the dean of American
You'll have help : the savvy Della Streetmystery fiction . His books were the basis for
your secretary- and the wily detective Paul
Drake . And if you're good , you'll convince the
the well-known television series.
jury that your client isn't the killer. If you're very
The mystery adventure Perry Mason: The
Case of the Mandarin Murder was written
good [after. all, you are Perry Mason] . the real
murderer will break down and confess- but
in SAL by Telarium Corp .
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PERRY MASON · THE CASE OF THE MANDARIN MURDER computer program 1s a trademark ofTelar1um Corp .© 1985 Tslac1um Corp. and Pa1sano Productions. All rights reserved.
Exclusive r1g,hts acquired from Pa1sano Productions to publish home computer and video game programs based on Perry Mason mystery stories as created hy Erle Stanley Gardner.
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